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ABSTRACT 

Spin trap of electrogenerated superoxide radical anion (OR2RP

•−
P) and hydroperoxyl radical (HOR2RP

•
P) 

using 5,5-dimethyl-1-pyrroline N-oxide (DMPO) was investigated via cyclicvoltammetry and in 

situ electrolytic electron spin resonance (ESR) measurements in dehydrated N,N-

dimethylformamide (DMF) aided by density functional theory calculations. In aprotic 

environments, DMPO gradually traps the electrogenerated OR2RP

•−
P, however, its trap rate is 

considerably slow. Conversely, adding a small amount of proton source to OR2RP

•−
P to form HOR2RP

•
P 

changes the voltammetric behavior, rendering the detection of the spin adduct easy with ESR. 

These electrochemical and ESR results obtained in aprotic DMF well demonstrate the 

differences between OR2RP

•−
P trap and HOR2RP

•
P trap, since the effects of a proton derived from aqueous 

solvent on OR2RP

•−
P/HOR2RP

•
P traps, such as superoxide spontaneous dismutation and pH of solution, are 

not involved. Accordingly, the obtained kinetic and thermodynamic results show the exact 

chemical reaction parameters for each of the OR2RP

•−
P/HOR2RP

•
P trap. Therefore, these results will be 

useful for estimating an apparent OR2RP

•−
P/HOR2RP

•
P adduct-formation in aqueous ESR measurements. 

 

KEYWORDS : superoxide radical anion; hydroperoxyl radical; spin trap; 5,5-dimethyl-1-

pyrroline N-oxide; electrochemistry; electron spin resonance 

 

1 Introduction  

Oxygen-centered radicals, a type of reactive oxygen species (ROS), are of research interest 

owing to their involvement in many in vivo reactions. In particular, the superoxide radical anion 
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(OR2RP

•−
P), generated by the one-electron reduction of dioxygen (OR2R, Equation 1), and subsequently 

produced hydroperoxyl radical (HOR2RP

•
P), generated by the protonation of OR2RP

•−
P (Equation 2), are 

both significant chemical species being the origin of the ROS family. P

1–3
P 

OR2R+ e- ↔ OR2RP

•−
P E° = −1.284 V vs FcP

+
P/Fc (1) 

OR2RP

•−
P + HP

+
P → HOR2RP

•
P  (2) 

Detection of OR2RP

•−
P has been investigated for many years. P

4,5
P Further, new methods have been 

introduced, and the existing procedures have been improved to provide insight with respect to 

the mechanistic details of the in vivo OR2RP

•−
P reactions. P

6–8
P Electron spin resonance (ESR) supported 

by a spin-trap reagent is valuable to study short-lived free radicals involving OR2RP

•−
P in aqueous 

solutions. Currently, it is used as the preferred technique to detect and characterize the unknown 

oxygen-centered radicals. P

9
P In ESR with spin trap, a nitrone or nitroso compound is used to trap 

short-lived free radicals to form a persistent aminoxyl spin adducts, which can be referred to as 

spin adducts.P

4
P Typically, short-lived free radicals cannot be detected without spin trap via direct 

ESR at room temperature. Essentially, two factors, the fast kinetics of trapping, and the stability 

of spin adducts, realize the functionality of spin trap with ESR detection. 

The nitrone spin trap, 5,5-dimethyl-1-pyrroline N-oxide (DMPO), is a popular spin-trap 

reagent because of its cell permeability, rendering it highly useful for the in vivo detection of the 

extracellular and intracellular free radicals. Therefore, DMPO is widely used to prove the 

involvement of free radicals in various chemical and biological systems.P

10–16
P Here, OR2RP

•−
P is 

trapped to form a long-lived radical adduct, which can be referred to as DMPO–adduct, DMPO–

OR2RP

−
P or DMPO–OR2RH (Figure 1).P

11,12,17,18
P 

 
Figure 1. Chemical structures of DMPO–OR2RP

−
P and DMPO–OR2RH. Carbon positions on the penta-

ring (2 to 5) and oxygen atoms (labeled as β and γ) of the trapped radicals (OR2RP

•−
P and HOR2RP

•
P). 

Some discussions about spin trap by DMPO remain unclear although Villamena et al. have 

clarified many physicochemical properties in their pioneering works.P

11,12,19–23
P One discussion is 
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about the attribution of the DMPO–adduct on ESR spectrum obtained by OR2RP

•−
P trap in an aqueous 

solution.P

12,21
P The formation of DMPO–OR2RP

−
P (Equation 3) followed by proton addition resulting 

formation of DMPO–OR2RH obtains an ESR signal with 6 or 12 characteristic lines. For decades, 

the attribution of the radical spin distribution to the ESR spectrum of the DMPO–adduct has 

been investigated using various methods.P

10–12,17,18,24,25
P According to these studies, in aqueous 

solutions, DMPO–OR2RP

−
P immediately receives protons and is transformed into DMPO–OR2RH. 

Therefore, the ESR spectra with 6 or 12 characteristic lines are both considered to be mainly or 

partially attributed to DMPO–OR2RH. However, it is difficult to clarify the signal attribution in an 

aqueous solution including mixtures, DMPO–OR2RP

−
P, DMPO–OR2RH, and potential other spin 

adducts. 

DMPO + OR2RP

•−
P → DMPO–OR2RP

−
P kRtrap1R (3) 

DMPO + HOR2RP

•
P → DMPO–OR2RH kRtrap2R (4) 

Another discussion is about the mechanism that DMPO traps which of OR2RP

•−
P or HOR2RP

•
P 

(Equations 3–4). In DMPO-ESR studies in aqueous solvents, P

5,10,13,14
P trap reaction between 

DMPO and OR2RP

•−
P without proton has not been discussed, because DMPO–OR2RP

−
P is immediately 

protonated in aqueous media. Additionally, no contributions are associated with the splitting of 

the spectrum by the hydroperoxyl–hydrogen atom bound to the γ oxygen atom (Figure 1), P

17,19,21
P 

making the analysis of DMPO-ESR signal more difficult. Conversely, it is widely admitted that 

the apparent kinetic parameters related to OR2RP

•−
P/HOR2RP

•
P trap by DMPO are pH dependent, because 

OR2RP

•−
P and HOR2RP

•
P leading to the same ESR spectrum were not distinguished. In these studies, 

trapping HOR2RP

•
P formed through preprotonation is considered the main mechanism (Equation 4). 

However, evaluating the apparent kinetics of OR2RP

•−
P/HOR2RP

•
P trap by DMPO is more problematic and 

major disagreements exist regarding the data published in this field. 

These two discussions are expected to be resolved by clarifying the role of proton in the net 

trap-mechanism (Scheme 1). That is, trapping of the two species, OR2RP

•−
P and HOR2RP

•
P, should be 

analyzed separately with their second-order rate constants (kRtrap1R, kRtrap2R/dmP

3
P mol P

−1
P s P

−1
P). However, 

in aqueous solutions, it is impossible to evaluate each individual radical, protonated or non-

protonated forms separately. In Scheme 1, DMPO traps OR2RP

•−
P forming DMPO–OR2RP

−
P followed by 

protonation (pathway 1), otherwise, traps HOR2RP

•
P formed in the preprotonation of OR2RP

•−
P resulting in 

the formation of DMPO–OR2RH (pathway 2). As shown in the scheme, even if it is a basic solution 
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with a large pH, the equilibrium solution involves a small amount of HOR2RP

•
P, therefore, the effect 

of a proton is unavoidable if it is an aqueous solvent. 

 
Scheme 1. Mechanism of OR2RP

•−
P trap by DMPO in the presence of proton source or in an 

aqueous solution. 

Additionally, the OR2RP

•−
P/HOR2RP

•
P detection using the DMPO-ESR method in water involves 

complicated factors: superoxide spontaneous dismutation, spin adduct decay, and pH 

dependency. Under the complicated factors, it is rationalized that the trapping rate is fast since 

DMPO traps radical competitively in biological systems. However, any method based on the 

competition between the trap by DMPO and other reactions involve inaccuracies in obtained 

kinetic-parameter because of its complication. In particular, in the dismutation reactions 

(Equations 5–7) via superoxide dismutase (SOD), the kinetics change under the effect of pH of 

the solution.P

3,8,24,26
P A solution with high acidity contains a high proportion of HOR2RP

•
P, which 

changes the dismutation mechanism from Equation 5 to 6–7. Thus, high acidity represents the 

high SOD kinetics, because the order of the rate constants is kRdisp3R > kRdisp2R > kRdisp1R.P

26,27
P Thus, in 

the kinetic analysis based on a competition between the trapping by DMPO and the SOD 

kinetics, the increase in parameters of SOD associated with proton makes the experiment 

complicated, gaining the difficulty of the evaluation of spin trap. 

OR2RP

•−
P → OR2R + OR2RP

2−
P kRdisR (5) 

OR2RP

•−
P + HOR2RP

•
P → OR2R + HOR2RP

−
P kRdis R(6) 

2HOR2RP

•
P → OR2R + HR2ROR2R kRdisp3R (7) 

Alternatively, Petr et al. reported in situ ESR detection of electrogenerated OR2RP

•−
P in an aprotic 

dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), for the first time. P

28
P OR2RP

•−
P is electrogenerated by the one-electron 

reduction of OR2R dissolved in an organic solvent, via the aprotic–electrochemical method 

involving cyclicvoltammetry and in situ ESR, where additional chemicals are not required 

although a supporting electrolyte is required.P

29
P Therefore, the added DMPO directly reacts with 

OR2RP

•−
P, avoiding any side reactions. In their study, the recorded ESR spectrum of the trapped OR2RP

•−
P 

is that of the spin adduct, however, the protonation state of the adduct remains unclear. Then, 
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cyclicvoltammogram (CV) of OR2R/OR2RP

•−
P in the presence of DMPO showed a positive shift of the 

cathodic peak and irreversible disappearance of the anodic peak. The concentration (mol dm P

−3
P) 

of added DMPO (0.18) is considerably higher than that of the OR2RP

•−
P generated from saturated 

oxygen (2.24 × 10P

−3
P).P

30
P Therefore, the positive shift can be attributed to the weak interaction 

between OR2RP

•−
P and DMPO rather than the trap reaction in a molar ratio of 1:1. This CV behavior 

is similar to that between OR2RP

•−
P and water reported by Singh and Evans,P

31
P who analyzed the 

positive shift that can be attributed to weak hydrogen-donor interactions and the formation of 

hydrogen-bonded complexes.  

In the aprotic–electrochemical measurement compared with the aqueous measurements, 

dehydration is necessary to eliminate the effects of protons on OR2RP

•−
P in aprotic solvents, P

26,32–34
P that 

enables accurate monitoring of  proton transfer (PT) of slightly added protons. Actually in our 

electrochemical research on OR2RP

•−
P elimination in an aprotic solvent, the CVs of OR2R/OR2RP

•−
P became 

irreversible when adding low concentrations of antioxidants.P

32,35–37
P When antioxidants were 

added in concentrations similar to oxygen, a reaction was observed with sufficient reactivity 

between antioxidants and OR2RP

•−
P generated at the electrode. 

In this study, the spin-trap between electrogenerated OR2RP

•−
P and DMPO under the control of 

proton source in dehydrated DMF was investigated, using cyclicvoltammetry, in situ electrolytic 

ESR spectrometry, and density functional theory (DFT). Here, apart from pH dependence 

discussion, the complications arising from the possible reactions between the electrogenerated 

OR2RP

•−
P and proton of solvents are avoided. Moreover, aprotic–electrochemical behavior related to 

OR2RP

•−
P trap by DMPO is comparatively analyzed based on the CV of the OR2RP

•−
P elimination by 

antioxidants. 

2 Materials & methods 

2.1 Chemicals 

DMPO was purchased at the best available grade (>97.0%) from Sigma–Aldrich Japan Co., 

Ltd (Tokyo, Japan). Phenol and dl-α-tocopherol was purchased from Tokyo Chemical Industry 

Co., Ltd., (Tokyo, Japan). Spectrum grade of anhydrous DMF used in electrochemical and 

spectrum measurements was purchased from Sigma–Aldrich Inc (Tokyo, Japan). All the 

chemicals above were used as received. Tetrapropylammonium perchlorate (TPAP, >98.0%, 

Tokyo Chemical Industry Co., Ltd.) used as the supporting electrolyte was prepared and 

recrystallized several times from ethyl methanol, dried overnight at 313.15 K (40.0 °C) under 
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reduced pressure, and dried again for 2 h or more immediately before use. Further details are 

given in a previous paper. P

38,39
P Ferrocene (Fc), used as a potential reference compound, was 

obtained from Nacalai Tesque Inc. (Kyoto, Japan) and purified by repeated sublimation under 

reduced pressure immediately before use. 

2.2 Cyclicvoltammetry and in situ electrolytic ESR spectral measurements 

CVs were measured using a standard three-electrode system comprising a 1.0 mm diameter 

glassy-carbon (GC) working electrode (BAS Co., Ltd.), a coiled platinum (99.99%) counter 

electrode, and an Ag/AgNOR3R reference electrode (containing 0.1 mol dm P

−3
P TPAP and 0.01 mol 

dm P

−3
P AgNOR3R in acetonitrile (CHR3RCN), BAS RE–5) at 298.15 K (25.0°C) using a ECstat-301 

electrochemical analyzer coupled to electrochemical software (EC-frontier Co., Ltd.). Before all 

experiments, the working electrode was polished on a polishing wheel with alumina paste. The 

electrode was then rinsed with deionized water and acetone. After air drying, the electrode was 

ready to use. The reference electrode was calibrated with reference to the ferrocenium 

ion/ferrocene couple (FcP

+
P/Fc), and all potentials reported here are referenced to the potential of 

this couple.P

32,37,40
P Digital simulations of CV were performed using DigiElch 4.5 software 

(ElchSoft Co., Ltd., Supplementary, Table S1). 

 
Figure 2. CV of OR2R/OR2RP

•−
P in DMF and schematic showing of in situ electrolytic ESR cell. 

In situ electrolytic ESR spectra were recorded using a JEOL JES-FA200 X-band spectrometer. 

Controlled potential electrolysis was performed at room temperature in an electrolytic ESR cell 

using a 0.5-mm diameter straight platinum wire sealed in a glass capillary as a working 

electrode. A coiled platinum counter electrode and a Ag/AgNOR3R reference electrode were also 

used. OR2R was saturated before electrolysis by bubbling, maintaining saturation during the 
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measurements to avoid detecting spectrum noise. The applied potential for the electrogeneration 

of OR2RP

•−
P at −1.284 V vs FcP

+
P/Fc was kept during the measurements (Figure 2). 

2. 3 Theoretical Calculation 

All calculations were performed at the DFT level with the Becke three-parameter Lee–Yang–

Parr (B3LYP) hybrid functional, as implemented in the Gaussian 16 program.P

41
P The geometry 

optimization, vibrational frequency calculations, and population analysis of each compound, 

were conducted by employing the standard split–valence triple ζ basis sets augmented by 

polarization 3df,2p and diffusion orbitals 6–311+G(3df,2p). The solvent contributions of DMF, 

CHR3RCN, DMSO, and water, to the standard Gibbs free energies were computed employing the 

polarizable continuum model (PCM) at the default settings of the Gausian 16, which is widely 

employed in the description of the thermodynamic characteristics of solvation. The zero–point 

energies and thermal correction, with entropy, were used to convert the internal energies to 

standard Gibbs energy at 298.15 K. The natural bond orbital (NBO) technique was used for 

electron and spin calculations in the population analyses. P

42
P 

3. Result & Discussion 

3.1 CVs of OR2R/OR2RP

•−
P in the presence of DMPO in DMF 

OR2RP

•−
P trap by DMPO is discussed on electrochemical measurements compared with OR2RP

•−
P 

elimination by phenolic antioxidants.P

32,35–37
P In DMF, OR2R shows a quasi-reversible redox wave 

corresponding to OR2RP

•−
P generation (Figure 2). Figure 3 demonstrates the CVs of OR2R/OR2RP

•−
P in the 

presence of (a) phenol as a typical proton donor, (b) dl-α-tocopherol as a typical antioxidants 

that eliminates OR2RP

•−
P, and (c) DMPO as a spin-trap reagent. The CVs obtained in the presence of 

phenol and dl-α-tocopherol were reported in our previous paper, and are presented here for 

comparison.P

32,37
P The addition of a proton donor such as phenol changes the monoelectronic 

OR2R/OR2RP

•−
P reduction process to the bielectronic process, increasing the cathodic current and 

decreasing the anodic current. P

35
P The pKa of phenol is 9.98 in weak basicity, although, in DMF as 

an aprotic alkaline solution, phenol can act as a proton donor. Therefore, alkaline OR2RP

•−
P accept 

protons from phenol with weak acidity, similarly from water in DMF.P

31
P OR2RP

•−
P generation followed 

by PT from phenol causes the overall irreverble reduction of OR2R/HR2ROR2R, driven by either the 

exergonic reduction of the resultant HOR2RP

•
P or the disproportionation reaction between OR2RP

•−
P and 

HOR2RP

•
P. However, the presence of dl-α-tocopherol results in loss of reversibility, keeping a 

monoelectronic cathodic process, in the OR2R/OR2RP

•−
P redox couple. The irreversible monoelectronic 
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CV suggests that HOR2RP

•
P formed via the PT was eliminated by subsequent electron transfer (ET) 

from deprotonated dl-α-tocopherol anion (Figure 3b). This characteristic CV has been 

appropriately studied in previous works.P

32,35–37
P It is currently well-recognized that the kinetically 

superior reactions between antioxidants and OR2RP

•−
P involve PT and ET, i.e., proton-coupled 

electron transfer (PCET). 

 
Figure 3. CVs of OR2R/OR2RP

•−
P in the presence of (a) phenol, (b) dl-α-tocopherol, and (c) DMPO in 

DMF containing 0.1 mol dmP

−3
P TPAP on a GC electrode at a scan rate of 0.100 V s P

−1
P. 

Concentrations (× 10P

−3
P mol dmP

−3
P) of added substrate are (a) 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, and 10, (b) 0, 1, 3, and 

5, and (c) 0, 5, 10, and 20. 

Notably, additions of DMPO did not change CVs of OR2R/OR2RP

•−
P (Figure 3c). Considering OR2RP

•−
P 

trap by DMPO, the CV had been expected to show a profile similar to that of OR2RP

•−
P elimination, 

i.e., the irreversible one-electron reduction of OR2R/DMPO–OR2RP

−
P. The stoichiometric in the reaction 

of DMPO with OR2RP

•−
P is undoubtedly 1:1, similar to that for both monophenols (phenol and dl-α-

tocophenol). Since the concentration (× 10P

−3
P mol dmP

−3
P) of added DMPO (20.0) to the OR2R-

saturated (4.8) DMF solutionP

32,37
P is higher than those of phenol (10.0) and dl-α-tocophenol (5.0), 

the observed reactivity clearly suggests that, OR2RP

•−
P hardly reacted with DMPO, otherwise the trap 

rates is slow without proton. 

3.2. OR2RP

•−
P trap by DMPO in DMF in the absence of proton source 

Figure 4 shows (a) experimented and (b) simulated CVs of the OR2R/OR2RP

•−
P in the presence of 

DMPO at various scan rates (0.005 to 0.050 V s P

−1
P) in DMF. Concentration (× 10 P

−3
P mol dm P

−3
P) of 

added DMPO (480.0) is sufficient for the trap reaction of OR2RP

•−
P electrogenerated from saturated 

OR2R (4.8) in DMF. In the fast scan (Supplementary, Figure S1), the peak current (IRPR) increase at 
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the scan rate dependency in accordance with the Randles–Sevcik equation (Equation 8),P

43
P despite 

the fact that DMPO coexists. 

 
Figure 4. (a) CVs of OR2R (4.8 × 10P

−3
P mol dmP

−3
P) in the presence of DMPO (480.0 × 10 P

−3
P mol 

dm P

−3
P) in DMF containing 0.1 mol dm P

−3
P TPAP at scan rates (V s P

−1
P): 0.050, 0.040, 0.030, 0.020, 

0.010, and 0.005. (b) Digital simulations of the CVs with various rate constants (kRtrap1R/dmP

3
P mol P

−1
P 

s P

−1
P) for the reaction (DMPO + OR2RP

•−
P → DMPO–OR2RP

−
P), 1.0×10P

−3
P (black), 1.0×10P

−4
P (red), and 

1.0×10P

−5
P (blue). (c) CVs of OR2R at slow scan rate (0.001) with concentrations (× 10 P

−3
P mol dmP

−3
P) 

of DMPO, 0, 1.0, 3.0, 5.0, 10.0, and 20.0. 

𝐼P = 0.4463𝑛𝐹𝐴𝐶 �𝑛𝐹𝑣𝐷
𝑅𝑇

�
1
2         (8) 

where n is the number of electrons (1), F is the Faraday constant (9.6485×10 P

4
P C molP

−1
P), A is the 

electrode area (cm P

2
P), C is the concentration (mol cm P

−3
P), ν is the scan rate (V s P

−1
P) at room 

temperature (298.15 K), D is the diffusion coefficient (cm P

2
P s P

−1
P), and R is the gas constant (8.3144 

J KP

−1
P mol P

−1
P). A, C and v were values set in the measurement conditions. 

In the faster scan rate (over 0.100), the OR2R/OR2RP

•−
P redox couple shows quasi-reversible 

peaks, without effect of DMPO. Conversely, as the scan rate decreases, the CV slightly changed 

owing to OR2RP

•−
P trap by DMPO (Figure 4a,c). Digital simulations of the CVs (Figure 4b, black) 

performed by employing only the trap reaction (Eq. 3) based on the simulation parameters for the 

CV of OR2R/OR2RP

•−
P (Supplementary, Table S2) demonstrated a passable curve fitting to the measured 

CVs (Figure 4a). The rate constant of the trap reaction (kRtrap1R/sP

−1
P) obtained from the best fit of 

digital simulation was 1.0×10P

-5
P (the rate constant of dissociation: kRdis1R/sP

−1
P, was set at 1.0×10P

-6
P). In 

simulations based on a simple electro-chemical reaction; electrogeneration of OR2RP

•−
P and 

subsequent trap by DMPO (Eq. 3), the cathodic current in the negative side of OR2R/OR2RP

•−
P redox 

couple cannot be well fitted to the experimental CV curves, due to that the exact Ds of DMPO 

and its adduct (DMPO–OR2RP

−
P) are unknown. Conversely, it was clear that kRtrap1R is less than 1.0×10 P

-
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5
P because that the simulated CVs with kRtrap1R at 1.0×10 P

-4
P (red) and 1.0×10 P

-3
P (blue) show 

irreversible curves. 

Figure 4c shows the CVs of the OR2R/OR2RP

•−
P at a slow scan rate (0.001) in the presence of various 

concentrations of DMPO. The plateau current (IRPR) applied at over −1.284 V for electrogeneration 

of OR2RP

•−
P was correlated with the concentrations of added DMPO at 0–5.0 (× 10P

−3
P mol dmP

−3
P). As 

described by Equation 8, either D or C of OR2R controlled the electrode reaction in the plateau 

region. Then, the IRPR converges to the same value without the concentration dependency of 

DMPO, when the concentration is higher at 5.0–20.0. The digital simulation based on the EC 

mechanism cannot show good agreement with those obtained experimentally. Although the 

mechanism of this IRpR change is unknown, it is inferred that the diffusion and concentration of OR2R 

at the electrode surface is affected by the formed adduct. These CV results indicate that a 

homogeneous reaction between OR2RP

•−
P and DMPO at 1:1 molar ratio without a proton was 

observed, changing the plateau IRPR. 

 
Figure 5. (a) ESR spectrum of DMPO spin adduct measured by in situ controlled-potential 

electrolytic system in DMF, and (b) simulated spectrum. The solution contains OR2R (4.8), DMPO 

(480.0), and TPAP (100.0) as electrolyte (10P

−3
P mol dm P

−3
P). 

3.3 Electrochemically demonstrated HOR2RP

•
P Trap by DMPO 

Figure 6a shows the CVs of OR2R/OR2RP

•−
P in the presence of (1) DMPO, (2) cyanophenol, and (3,4) 

in the copresence of cyanophenol and DMPO. Cyanophenol (pKRaR: 7.95), P

44
P as a proton donor, was 

used to detect HOR2RP

•
P trap reaction by DMPO in the CVs. In the presence of cyanophenol (2), a 

prepeak in the cathodic scan derived from HOR2RP

•
P was observed, which has been well-documented 

in our previous work. P

32,35,37,45,46
P Conversely, in the copresence of cyanophenol and DMPO (3,4), 
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IRpR of the prepeak was decreased with concentrations-dependency of DMPO. As shown in Figure 

3c, the reversible CV of OR2R/OR2RP

•−
P in the presence of DMPO remains essentially unchanged, 

suggesting a slow trap-rate of OR2RP

•−
P. Similarly, DMPO doesn’t react with cyanophenol. Therefore, 

the decrease of the IRpR suggests that the HOR2RP

•
P was trapped by DMPO faster than reduction at the 

electrode surface. 

 
Figure 6. (a) CVs of OR2R/OR2RP

•−
P in the presence of (1) DMPO (5.0), (2) cyanophenol (3.0), and in 

the copresence of cyanophenol and DMPO ((3) 3.0, 3.0, and (4) 3.0, 5.0, respectively) (× 10P

−3
P 

mol dm P

−3
P). (b) ESR spectra of the CV solutions (1, 3–4) observed in in situ electrolytic system 

under OR2R bubbling applied at −1.284 V vs FcP

+
P/Fc. (c) Time course of the ESR signal intensities 

obtained via in situ controlled-potential ESR system in the copresence of DMPO (0.48 mol 

dm P

−3
P) and proton source (0.48 mol dmP

−3
P respectively); without proton (black), water (blue), 

phenol (green), and cyanophenol (red). 

To unequivocally demonstrate the HOR2RP

•
P trap by DMPO, in situ controlled-potential electrolytic 

ESR spectra were measured for the CV solutions applied at −1.284 V (Figure 6a, dashed line) for 

20 min. The spectrum was detected in the absence of proton (1), however, the signal intensity 

was poorer than those observed in the copresence of cyanophenol and DMPO (3,4). Furthermore, 

the signals (3,4) showed 12 splitting lines, where its line number is gaining compared to that of 

DMPO–OR2RP

−
P (Figure 6a). These signals (3,4) with 12 lines were simulated and assigned to a 

mixed spectrum of two spin adducts (DMPO–OR2RP

−
P, DMPO–OR2RH). The spectrum of DMPO–OR2RH 

derives from two coupling constants, triplet splitting for nitrogen atom (aRNR, 1.48 mT) and triplet 

splitting for two equivalent methyl groups at 1:2:1 intensity ratio (aRCH3R, 1.97 mT). Notably, a 

doublet splitting for 2-hydrogen (bound to 2-carbon) was not observed, suggesting that spin is 

not distributed on 3-carbon and 2-carbon. Therefore, the triplet splitting (1:2:1) is assigned to the 
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two methyl groups bound to 5-carbon, where the magnetic moment of three equivalent 

hydrogens of each methyl groups affect unpaired electron on the 5-carbon. As a result, these CV 

and ESR demonstrated that HOR2RP

•
P was rapidly trapped by DMPO forming DMPO–OR2RH. 

Next, Figure 6c shows the quantitative analysis of the spin adducts (DMPO–OR2RP

−
P, DMPO–

OR2RH) with respect to time-dependence on ESR signal intensity under controlled -potential for 

electrogeneration of OR2RP

•−
P using in situ electrolytic cell (Figure 2). During the measurements, OR2R 

bubbling in the solution at ESR cell and electrolysis applied at −1.284 V vs FcP

+
P/Fc were 

maintained. Thus, the quantities of OR2RP

•−
P generated on the surface of the electrode are equivalent 

in all measurements. Accordingly, difference in their immediate signal responses will owe to the 

trap-kinetics, and that in their constant intensity level after 40 min or more will also relate to the 

stability of the spin adducts (decay rate of the adducts). P

47
P Without proton source, the signal 

intensity slowly increased until it reached a maximum at 70 min (black). Conversely, the 

intensity in the presence of proton source increased to a maximum soon. Considering the kinetics 

of trap reaction, this result that changes of the signal intensity in different time-dependent 

manner with OR2RP

•−
P and HOR2RP

•
P justify the results of the CV shown in Figure 4 and Figure 6a 

demonstrating slow/fast trap of OR2RP

•−
P/HOR2RP

•
P. 

3.4 DFT calculation for free energy analysis of OR2RP

•−
P/HOR2RP

•
P trap by DMPO with proton addition in 

DMF 

For a mechanistic analysis of the OR2RP

•−
P and HOR2RP

•
P trap by DMPO in DMF, DFT calculations 

employing the (U)B3LYP/ 6-311+G(3df,2p) with PCM solvation method were performed. In 

Figure 7, the equilibrium scheme and the standard Gibbs free energy changes (ΔG° / kJ molP

−1
P, 

298.15 K) of four diabatic electronic states with spin distributions on the adducts are shown. The 

addition of proton source (AH) to an aprotic DMF solution controls the protonation of 

OR2RP

•−
P/DMPO–OR2RP

−
P forming HOR2RP

•
P/DMPO–OR2RH (vertical), but is independent of the ΔG° for the 

trap reaction forming adducts (horizontal). The OR2RP

•−
P-trap forming DMPO–OR2RP

−
P is endergonic 

(39.56), conversely, the HOR2RP

•
P-trap forming DMPO–OR2RH is exergonic (−27.25). From a 

thermodynamic viewpoint, it is clear that HOR2RP

•
P trap on pathway2 proceeds more favorably than 

OR2RP

•−
P trap on pathway1, in the presence of proton source or in aqueous media, as shown in 

experimental results (Figure 3-6). Alternatively, ΔG° for proton transfer (PT1/PT2) is estimated 

as a function of the pKRaR of added AH (Table 1). However, in the presence of each proton source 

in Table 1, ΔG° of the PT1 are uphill endergonic. Therefore, both former reactions on pathway1 
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(trap of OR2RP

•−
P) and pathway2 (PT1) are unfeasible. These thermodynamic results suggested that 

the relative amount of proton source in the reaction system and the trapping kinetics are 

important factors to decide the pathway. In relation to the amount of proton source in aqueous 

media, effects of pH of the buffer solution on the trap reaction have been previously reported that 

the acidity of the solution promotes the apparent trapping-efficiency. P

47,48
P In aqueous solutions, a 

large amount of proton from solvent proceeds protonation of OR2RP

•−
P (Eq. 2), thus, pathway 2 is 

even more preferred. 

 
Figure 7. Four diabatic electronic states and ΔG° values for OR2RP

•−
P and HOR2RP

•
P trap reactions by 

DMPO in DMF. ΔG° (kJ molP

−1
P, 298.15 K) and spin distribution of spin adducts (DMPO–OR2RP

−
P, 

DMPO–OR2RH) was calculated using the DFT-(U) B3LYP/PCM/6-311+G(3df,2p) method and the 

NBO analysis. 

Table 1. ΔG° values for the PT1/PT2 from AH (water, phenol, and cyanophenol) to 

OR2RP

•−
P/DMPO–OR2RP

−
P in DMF, and pKRaR. 

AH PT1 P

1 PT2 P

1 pKRa 

Water 118.26 51.44 15.75 

Phenol 39.72 −27.09 9.95 

Cyanophenol 6.71 −60.10 6.86 
 

P

1
P ΔG° (kJ mol P

−1
P, 298.15 K) calculated using DFT-(U)B3LYP/ PCM/6-311+G(3df,2p) method. 

3.5. Intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) along OR2RP

•−
P/HOR2RP

•
P trap by DMPO 

To gain kinetic insight into the trap mechanism, IRC along the adduct-formation: OR2RP

•−
P and 

HOR2RP

•
P traps by DMPO in DMF, was investigated. Figure 8 demonstrates the relative energy 

changes (kJ molP

−1
P) as a function of the bond distance (rRCOR / Å) between 2-carbon on the DMPO-
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penta-ring and β-oxygen along the IRC with the spin distributions. The energies of free reactants, 

(a) OR2RP

•−
P and DMPO, (b) HOR2RP

•
P and DMPO, which are infinitely separated with no interaction are 

set as zero points. In Figure 8a, as the rRCOR reduces along the IRC up to the transition states (TS), 

an activation energy (ERaR, 96.81) was obtained, which corresponds to the energy barrier for the 

trap of OR2RP

•−
P beyond the TS. In contrast, in Figure 8b, the energies gradually increase for the trap 

of HOR2RP

•
P (backward IRC path, 53.80) due to the van der Waals repulsion, followed by a large 

downhill forming DMPO–OR2RH (−27.25). That is, the trap of HOR2RP

•
P is a downhill energy reaction 

driven by mass transfer without an energy barrier (diffusion-controlled reaction), resulting a 

superior trapping kinetic. 

 
Figure 8. Relative-energy changes (kJ mol P

−1
P, 298.15 K) as a function of the C–O bond distance 

(rRCOR) along the IRC of (a) OR2RP

•−
P trap and (b) HOR2RP

•
P trap by DMPO. The energies of optimized 

structures in the separated state of FRs are set as zero points. 

4 Conclusions 

The spin-trap reaction between electrogenerated OR2RP

•−
P/HOR2RP

•
P and DMPO under the control of 

proton source in aprotic DMF was electrochemically and computationally investigated. As a 

result, I concluded that; 

 the trap rate of OR2RP

•−
P by DMPO is so slower than those of HOR2RP

•−
P and the OR2RP

•−
P elimination 

by antioxidants 

 the HOR2RP

•
P trap forming DMPO–OR2RH is the diffusion-controlled reaction without an energy 

barrier 

 the ESR spectrum of DMPO–OR2RP

−
P with 6 splitting, and that of DMPO–OR2RH with 9 

splitting, were observed 
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Based on these findings, the obtained kinetics and thermodynamic parameters will be useful 

for estimating the apparent rate constants of OR2RP

•−
P/HOR2RP

•
P adduct-formation in aqueous ESR 

measurements, to researchers working in free radicals, electrochemistry, and biochemistry. 
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